I hit a dead end trying to get the frequency of a word or phrase being tested with the frequency report command.

I can get the word, and turn it into a void * object, for instance a newString(word).

Then I need to check the frequency, so I thought I'd use findVBST, but the way I conceptualized and implemented this inheritance situation, my findVBST function is expecting a vbstValue object, not a simple newString, newInteger, etc.

Further, my findBST is also expecting a vbstValue.

The only level I can check for the simple newString value is once I actually get into a vbstValue object, where a compareString function was passed.

I could just make my word/phrase into a vbstValue, but that is short circuiting to something which is unique to vbst.

Anyone know where I went wrong?

Ah, Christ Almighty... nvm I got it. *sigh